
 
 

Logistics  
 

Individual must reside in either the Lexington or Louisville area.  
Availability on June 7 & 8 a must! 

 
Supply Transport Coordinator 
(Items subject to change with logistical plan changes) 
 
Working with all committee coordinators, complete the following (with assistance from the 
appropriate committee coordinators and Society staff): 
 
Luggage 
Secure luggage transport vehicles 
Coordinate luggage drop-off location for riders at the start 
Coordinate luggage drop-off and organization at overnight 
Coordinate luggage collection at overnight (Sunday morning) 
Coordinate luggage drop-off location at finish (post-ride) 
Coordinate luggage transport back to start after ride is complete 
Coordinate luggage drop-off at start (after ride) 
 
Bikes 
Secure transport vehicle for bikes from Lexington to Louisville 
Secure transport of bikes for one-day riders back to Lexington/Louisville 
Coordinate bike pick-up at finish (to return to start) 
Coordinate bike drop-off at start (after ride is complete) 
 
People 
Secure transport vehicles for riders from Lexington to Louisville 
Secure transport vehicles for riders from Frankfort to Lexington/Louisville (one-day riders) 
Coordinate rider pick-up in Lexington (before ride) 
Coordinate rider drop-off in Louisville (before ride) 
Coordinate rider pick-up in Lexington (after ride) 
Coordinate rider drop-off in Louisville (after ride) 
 
Supplies 
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Coordinate supply trucks for pick-up of supplies in Louisville and drop-off at start, overnight, and 
finish locations. 
Coordinate pick-up of supplies from locations after ride 
Coordinate drop-off and pick-up of supplies from rest-stops 
 
Submit Volunteer Needs to Volunteer Coordinator 
Fill out and submit volunteer needs profile by deadline 
 
Submit rental & supply needs order forms to Logistics Co-Chair 
Fill out the supply and rental needs order forms & submit by deadline 
 
Additional Requirements: 
Able to effectively operate the computer system(s), including internet and email.  Must be able to 
operate the MS Society’s telephone system, copier, and fax machine.  May be asked to climb 
ladders and lift a minimum of 60 pounds, help with loading of trucks for special events and may 
need to drive a truck.  Must be willing to use own vehicle and work evenings and weekends. 
 
Works With: 
 
Logistics Co –Chair: 
 
Staff: Sarah Frazier 


